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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Bilingual education in the United States has been an issue of great interest and
debate. For years, fear mixed with ignorance prevented many Americans from
recognizing the benefits of bilingualism for all students, independent of their native
language. At times, there seemed to be distinct ideologies in regards to group
bilingualism and individual bilingualism. According to Kjolseth (1983), group
bilingualism referred to people that acquired two or more languages as members of a
group participating in routine activities within their community and social context. In this
way, second language learning was seen as something done through becoming a member
of the community. On the other hand, individual bilingualism referred to people that
acquired a second language by choice in a formal academic setting.
The controversy of bilingualism was deeply embedded in social contexts.
Individual bilingualism in the United States was often perceived as a positive trait and
group bilingualism as a negative trait. For example, in the post-Sputnik era in the United
States, public funds were invested in second language learning for monolingual
Americans while, at the same time, many of these same languages were systematically
ignored and discouraged for native speakers (Kjolseth, 1983). Group bilingualism was
often perceived as a lower-class phenomenon, in which native language was a hindrance
to the acquisition of English and assimilation to mainstream culture. On the other hand,
individual bilingualism by native speakers of Standard English was often seen as a
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desirable upper-class phenomenon, as it is the result of strategically planned exposure to
a second language in a formal educational or planned immersion setting (Kjolseth, 1983).
In recent years, the tide has changed and bilingual programs are becoming
increasingly popular. Individual as well as group bilingualism is becoming more accepted
and desirable in the United States. As of August 9, 2012, the Center for Applied
Linguistics (CAL) had documented 415 bilingual educational programs that teach content
in two languages in 31 states (http://www.cal.org/). Program designs themselves differ
across three main variables (Huguet & Llurda, 2011). The first variable is the makeup of
the student body. This includes the linguistic and cultural background of the students,
their membership in the linguistic majority or minority, and the societal value and
prominence of their culture and language in the community at large and in their school
setting. The second variable is the language of instruction. In full immersion, students are
instructed in their second language (L2) exclusively, while in dual immersion they are
instructed in their native language (L1) as well as their second language (L2). The third
factor is the social and linguistic goals of the school. These could involve bilingualism
and bilculturalism or assimilation and language loss.
The educational model best supported by research is the Dual Immersion (DI)
model in which academic content is taught in two languages (Collier & Thomas, 2004).
DI programs fall under two major subtypes: transitional and developmental. In
transitional DI programs, the goal is for native speakers of minority languages to
transition from instruction in their native language in the primary grades to exclusive
instruction in English by the intermediate grades. This is also referred to as subtractive
bilingualism, as the second language ultimately replaces the first language. The first
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language is used initially as a means for conveying content information while learning
the second language. Once sufficient proficiency in the second language is obtained, the
first language is no longer used in instruction.
Developmental DI programs, on the other hand, are considered additive bilingual
programs for the second language is added to the first language without replacing it. In
Developmental DI programs, instruction is conducted in both languages throughout the
intermediate grades (or beyond) with the goal of biliteracy, biculturalism and
bilingualism for all students. Neither language replaces the other. This model consists of
a student body that is made up of 50% of speakers of a particular language (typically the
dominant language) and 50% of speakers of another language. In this way, students vary
in terms of their linguistic and cultural background. Typically, in the early primary grades
instruction is 90% in the minority language and 10% in the majority language. This
gradually shifts to 50% in both languages throughout the intermediate grades. From this
point forward, when I refer to DI programming, I refer to the Developmental DI model as
it is best supported by research.
I have been fortunate enough to work in a DI setting for nine years. I have learned
a great deal about bilingual education and have a great deal of respect for the model. As a
reflective practitioner, I am constantly observing my students and looking for ways to
improve my teaching. Our program goals are for students to become bilingual, biliterate
and bicultural in both Spanish and English. In my mind, one way to measure this
assertion would be in students equally valuing and using both languages.
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Origins of Interest
My particular DI program setting had significantly more native Spanish speakers
than English speakers. In my class of twenty-two students, twenty of them came from
Spanish-speaking households. Considering these demographics and that content is taught
in both languages, I would have expected at least 50% of the casual student conversations
(not tied to instruction in which the language is clearly marked) to be in Spanish in our
school setting as our school setting embraces both languages and cultures. Yet, it seemed
that English was the preferred language and spoken more frequently during noninstructional interactions. I had even noticed native Spanish-speaking students responding
in English to their own parents and family members when they were speaking to them in
Spanish. This led me to question how students perceived the value and usefulness of the
two languages. Did they really see them as equally valuable? If the goal of our program
was to create students that truly identified themselves as bilingual, bicultural and
biliterate, shouldn’t we expect that both languages would be equally respected, valued
and used? As an educator in a bilingual setting, I saw great benefit in investigating this
question; I wanted to find out more about the attitudes and perceptions my students had
in regard to the two languages.
Role of the Researcher
I work as a fourth grade DI teacher at an elementary school in a mid-sized urban
district in the Midwest. My school has approximately 360 students from kindergarten to
sixth grade. Approximately half of the student body participates in the Spanish/English
DI program. Each grade level has one classroom that is DI and one that is not. Students
that identify themselves as Hispanic Americans make up 55% of the total student body.
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The majority of these students are part of the DI program. English language learners
make up 50% of the entire school population and 94% of the student body is eligible for
free or reduced lunch. Approximately half of the classroom and ESL teachers in the DI
program are native Spanish speakers and half are native English speakers. In the school
as a whole, native Spanish speakers make up approximately 30% of the staff. As a DI
classroom teacher, I selected participants for my study who were students from my fourth
grade class. I was in close contact with the participants, as I saw them on a daily basis.
Beliefs of the Researcher
I firmly believe that being bilingual, biliterate and bicultural is a huge asset and
resource. I have traveled extensively and lived in Barcelona, Spain for three years
teaching in a trilingual school. It was a humbling and formative experience for my
professional and language development to be immersed in two languages, Catalan and
Spanish, neither of which was my native language. I was amazed at how prevalent and
useful multilingualism was. Through my experiences abroad, I discovered that languages
unlocked many doors and allowed for deeper understanding and appreciation of others. I
was fortunate enough to immerse myself in Catalan culture and was welcomed into a few
Catalan families. Language was a powerful tool to develop these friendships.
Guiding Question and Purpose of the Research
This study was designed to examine student attitudes towards the use, value and
status of Spanish and English. In this research, I sought to answer the question: What are
students’ attitudes towards the use, value and status of Spanish and English? More
specifically, which language do they see as more useful? Which do they see as more
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valuable? Do they perceive Spanish and English as having equal status in their school and
community at large?
By conducting this research, I hoped to gather information that could strengthen
my own teaching practices in order to better meet the goals of the DI program.
Ultimately, I hoped to increase student motivation to learn and use both languages. I also
hoped that the various linguistic communities in my student population would see the
benefit of becoming truly bilingual, biliterate and bicultural.
Summary
Bilingual education in the United States has been a topic of great interest and
debate. There have been differing beliefs about bilingualism depending on its social
context and its relevance to groups or individuals. In recent years, bilingual education has
become more widespread in the United States. In DI programs, academic content is
taught in two languages with the goal of bilingualism, biliteracy and biculturalism for all
students. I have worked in DI programs for nine years, with fourth grade students for the
last six. In fourth and fifth grade, I have noticed an increased use of English in nonacademic situations. This has led me to question how students perceive the value, status
and usefulness of both languages. As I believe that bilingualism is an incredible asset, I
hoped to find equal use of English and Spanish among my students.
Chapter Overviews
In Chapter Two I begin with the four goals of Dual Immersion programs and the
importance of culture and cultural identity in such programs. The studies of Baker (1992)
and Maietta (1996), which influenced this study, are presented. Chapter Three defines the
mixed methods used in this study and describes the procedure to collect data using
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surveys and class discussions. In Chapter Four I will present my results on how ten year
olds view the value, status and use of both Spanish and English. Excerpts from
discussions are presented to illustrate students’ perceptions around English and Spanish.
In Chapter Five I present and discuss my findings and their implications for schools and
language programming. Findings included: 1) Students’ attitudes towards both Spanish
and English are positive with a sense of pride in knowing both languages. 2) Despite
student’s comfort with two languages, the development of a bicultural identity is not
apparent. 3) Students are aware of how others recognize the value of English and
Spanish and that the perceived value of these languages changes with the environmental
context. 4) Students are making conscious choices about which language to use and adapt
their language choice depending upon the environment. Findings show students value
both languages, but show signs that they are not valued equally outside of school. They
identify themselves as bilingual, but make no reference to being bicultural.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

The purpose of this research was to investigate student attitudes towards English
and Spanish. As a Dual Immersion (DI) fourth grade classroom teacher, I had noticed a
decrease in usage of Spanish and an increase in usage of English by my students in the
intermediate grade levels, especially when speaking to their peers. Since DI program
goals are for students to become bilingual, bicultural and biliterate, it may be beneficial to
learn more about students’ perceptions of the use, value and status of both Spanish and
English.
Overview of the Chapter
This chapter is divided into two sections. The first section presents an overview of
Dual Immersion. The second section investigates the delicate intricacies of the
development of a bicultural identity. Throughout both sections, the results of Baker
(1992) and Maietta (1996) studies are presented. These studies were influential in the
design of this research.
Dual Immersion
Dual Immersion is the union of bilingual education for linguistic minority
children and immersion education for linguistic majority children (Lindholm, 1992). In
DI programs, an additional language is viewed as a resource, not as a handicap. Inherent
in the DI program design are long-term benefits for both the majority and minority
speakers of the two languages being taught (Cummins, 1984). Successful DI programs in
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the United States meet three defining criteria. First, the student population is typically
split equally between native English speakers and native speakers of another language (in
the U.S., this is most often Spanish). Second, students from linguistically diverse
backgrounds are integrated for all or most of the day during academic instruction. This
means that native Spanish speakers and native English speakers are part of the same
learning community. Third, both languages are used for core academic instruction
(Howard & Christian, 2002). These three criteria define DI programs and distinguish
them from other bilingual programs that may limit instruction to specific subjects or time
periods.
There are four goals of DI programs. First, all students will become highly
proficient in their native language. Native English speakers will develop literacy skills in
English and native Spanish speakers will develop literacy skills in Spanish. Therefore,
proficiency in a second language will not come at the expense of the first language. This
result is referred to as additive bilingualism, as the second language is added to the first
(Cummins, 1984). Second, all students will become proficient in the second, or target,
language. In this way, students will become bilingual, able to orally communicate in two
languages, and biliterate, able to read and write in two languages. As a result, they will be
able to maintain and increase proficiency in both their first and second languages. Third,
students from both groups will become bicultural and possess positive cross-cultural
attitudes and behaviors. Fourth, both groups of students will achieve a level of academic
performance that meets or exceeds grade level expectations (Howard & Christian, 2002).
DI programs teach academic content in two languages and tend to conform to one
of two language models. The first is a 90/10 model in which the minority language is
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used approximately 90% of the time for academic instruction beginning in kindergarten.
Throughout the primary grades (K-3), there is a gradual increase in the use of the
majority language and a decrease in the minority language. By the intermediate grades
(4-6), each language comprises 50% of instructional time. The second model is a 50/50
split in which both languages are used for academic instruction approximately 50% of the
time starting in kindergarten and continuing through the intermediate grade levels
(Howard & Christian, 2002).
In both DI models, the language of instruction is clearly delineated at any given
time. The expectation is that both teachers and students will engage only in the language
designated. In contrast, the languages used in non-academic interaction are variable.
According to Genesee (as cited in Potowski, 2004), deliberately mixing linguistically
diverse students doesn’t mean they will interact nor that they will interact in any specific
language. Genesee goes on to state that we know very little about actual language use of
students in DI programs, despite the program goals of full bilingualism. Several studies
have found that students in both full immersion and dual immersion settings in the United
States tend to prefer English in conversation especially in the intermediate grades
(Broner, 2000; Fortune, 2001; Carrigo, 2000). These findings suggest that educators and
researchers need to look more closely at factors that contribute to language use in and
outside of the DI classroom in order to better understand the connection between
students’ language use, identity development and culture.
Becoming bilingual, biliterate and bicultural are distinct goals, which have related
social implications. Identity development and bicultural identity in particular are complex
processes of double consciousness, of becoming, in a sense, two people at once. The
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interplay between self-esteem, identity, belonging and isolation in various domains may
influence individuals’ cultural and linguistic identities.
Culture, Language, Identity and Power
One of the major goals of DI is for students to become bicultural and have a sense
of identity and pride in both languages and cultures (Howard & Christian, 2002).
Biculturalism is seeing the value and use of both cultures and giving both equal status.
Because language is intimately connected with a sense of identity and belonging, it is
increasingly important for students whose home language is a minority language to value
their first language. This may be challenging at times when students receive mixed
messages about the power and status differential between their native language and their
second language (Apple, 2001; Miramontes, Nadeau & Commins, 1997; Gerena, 2010;
Sleeter, 1996).
The Complexities of Cultural Identity
DI programs have a distinct demographic makeup, with approximately half of the
students coming from the majority culture and language group and approximately half
coming from the minority culture and language group. In the United States, the majority
language and culture is English. Students that are native English speakers do not have the
same struggle between their first and second language as speakers of minority languages
do. Even though the incidence of DI programs has continued to increase over the past
decade, these programs exist in a larger environment of negative attitudes towards
immigrants and non-native English speakers (Christian, 2006; Apple, 2001; Miramontes,
Nadeau & Commins, 1997; Sleeter, 1996). The majority of DI programs are
English/Spanish, and English holds more cultural capital and prestige than Spanish does
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in the United States. As students get older, they are increasingly impacted by the subtle
messages of language inequality in their schooling and community (Christian, 2006;
Apple, 2001; Gerena, 2010). Gerena (2010) conducted a study of first and second grade
students in a DI program and their attitudes towards the perceived societal and personal
value of Spanish and English. She found second grade students perceived Spanish to be
less valuable at a societal level than first graders did, whereas English was perceived to
be more valuable at a societal level by the second graders than by the first graders. For
native Spanish-speaking students, this may mean that over time students recognize that
their backgrounds and identities are not as highly valued as those of the English speaking
students.
This discrepancy is in part due to the history of bilingualism in the United States.
Since the passage of the 1968 Bilingual Education Act, there have been differing views
as to what the law should accomplish. Some perceived the purpose of bilingual education
to assimilate and teach English to non-native English speakers as quickly as possible,
whereas others believed it was to encourage bilingualism and biliteracy (Crawford,
1998). Historically, there has been support for foreign language instruction for native
English speakers where second language learning was seen as an economic and social
benefit. At the same time, the schools in the United States were transitioning non-native
English speakers to English-only programs as quickly as possible. Non-native Englishspeaking students were perceived to have a deficit and not an advantage to bilingualism
(Miramontes, Nadeau, & Commins, 1997). This history may have influenced the
perceptions and attitudes Americans still hold for bilingual education. Quality DI models
are not based on transitioning non-native English speakers to English-only instruction,
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but rather are created to promote bilingualism, biliteracy and biculturalism (Howard &
Christian, 2002).
Since one of the goals of DI is to become bicultural, students are being asked to
navigate and express themselves in two distinct cultural, and often linguistic, groups.
This is a distinct experience for students from the majority cultural group than it is for
students from the minority cultural group. Students from the majority cultural group
benefit from the larger environmental reinforcements of their language and culture. This
can be seen in the school context by Eurocentric curricula that emphasize upward
mobility, individualism and the legitimacy of the status quo where white people are
considered the human norm and people that are not white are perceived as others (Sleeter,
1996; Apple, 2001). English’s dominance is communicated discretely through indirect
messages such as school signage, announcements, school assemblies and state testing
(Miramontes, Nadeau & Commins, 1997; Gerena, 2010; Schniedewind & Davidson,
1998).
Students from minority cultures do not benefit from these larger societal
reinforcements because their linguistic and cultural reinforcements are more often limited
to neighborhood, family or religious environments. Maietta’s study (1996) of 217 New
Mexican bilinguals (ages 10-20) found that Spanish use was limited to home and church
and that English was used in all other domains. Approximately 50% of the participants
spoke Spanish with their grandparents, 33% with their parents and 10% with their
siblings and friends. Maietta’s data suggest that the community was limiting Spanish use
despite the reported positive attitudes towards Spanish and bilingualism. As a result,
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students from minority groups may struggle to develop their bicultural identities in the
larger context in which their native language and culture is not equally respected.
Identity struggles often emerge as one tries to retain important insights and values
from both cultural groups while also challenging limitations imposed by either native or
adopted cultures (Nieto, 2002). As Erickson noted (1980), many young people, especially
in their pre-teen and teenage years, have an inner struggle between identity development
versus the feeling of isolation. At this age, there is a desire to fit into a peer group and an
overall increased sensitivity toward how others perceive them, which may influence
language use (Fortune, 2001). This process of identity formation can become even more
challenging as one may struggle with a limiting and destructive either/or dichotomy in
which there is pressure to choose one identity (Nieto, 2002). In the United States, we are
socialized to think racially and use racial categories (Apple, 2001). It is not uncommon
for native speakers of minority languages to be asked by others, and in turn contemplate
for themselves, what and who they are within these racial constructs. To complicate
matters, one’s chosen identity may or may not be the same identity others perceive them
as having (Nieto, 2002). In sum, the process of developing a bicultural identity is beset by
overt and subtle challenges that may not be taken into consideration or be controllable.
Sense of Belonging
Young people often seek out social groups that make them feel like they belong
and are supported. Individuals exposed to two different cultures can feel extreme pressure
and tension between their family and their friends. Fairbanks, Crooks, & Ariail (2011)
found family to be a constant source of tension for Esmé, a native Spanish speaker,
throughout her progression from sixth grade to eleventh grade. They noted a significant
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contrast between Esmé’s family’s expectations of her and those of her more
Americanized peers. Esmé felt that her upbringing and cultural family background were
obstacles to overcome in order to fit in with her peers at school.
Esmé was constantly constructing and reconstructing her identity, particularly as
she began to identify herself as U.S. American. Identity positions shift depending upon
the context, such as home, school or neighborhood. Students may respond to, resist or
reconfigure themselves in each of these domains. Baker (1992) noted that there are
particular contexts in which attitudes towards language may be reinforced, challenged,
changed or developed; for teenagers this was not a simple distinction between home and
school. Instead, a more complex picture that encompassed adolescents’ way of life
emerged, what he referred to as youth culture, which included the social elements of
after-school activities, entertainment and social gatherings. Participation in cultural
activities affected language attitudes and use more than any other variable (Baker, 1992).
Attitudes, Perceptions and Identity
Language attitudes and perceptions influence the formation of a bilingual and
bicultural identity. Language attitudes affect speakers’ decision making and therefore is a
factor contributing to language maintenance or loss in multilingual settings (Maietta,
1996). Baker (1992) and later Maietta (1996), conducted analyses on language attitudes
in minority communities. Baker’s work was groundbreaking as he showed how the
combination of a complex interaction of variables contributes to attitude formation and/or
change in use of Welsh among adolescents in Wales (1992).
Baker (1992) examined language attitudes of 797 bilingual adolescents that spoke
both Welsh and English in Wales in order to better understand the interaction among
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multiple variables and language maintenance. Of the 797 participants, 146 identified
themselves as dominantly Welsh speakers, 322 as dominantly English speakers, 135 as
bilinguals with a bias towards Welsh and 194 as bilinguals with a bias towards English.
Students attended one of three schools: a bilingual school, a Welsh school or an English
school. Participants were tested twice over a two-year period; the first time they were
between 11-14 years old and the second time between 13-16 years old.
Baker collected data through a series of surveys that provided information about
students’ youth culture, language use, attitude towards English and Welsh, attitude
towards bilingualism, demographics and language proficiency. Some fixed variables
measured were gender, age, primary language background, and school attended. A nonfixed set of variables were students’ youth culture such as where they went for social
events, what kind of entertainment they enjoyed and what kinds of after school activities
they participated in. Baker hoped to find a potential sequence of causation between
factors of language attitudes and use. Baker’s study concluded that student choice of
extracurricular activities, or youth culture, was in fact the most important factor in
determining language attitudes and maintenance. Students that were immersed in Welsh
and literary cultural activities seemed to maintain Welsh more than people that did not
participate in these types of extracurricular activities. He concluded that the availability
of and participation in cultural activities in the minority language were essential for
language maintenance and use among adolescents.
Baker also noticed that age, language background and schooling affected
language attitudes. As students got older, their attitudes towards language became more
unified and negative towards Welsh. Nineteen out of twenty survey items related to
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attitude towards the use of Welsh declined significantly. The greatest decline was from
English-dominant and bilingual participants with a bias towards English that attended the
English school. The decline was not evident from Welsh-dominant and bilingual
participants with a Welsh bias that attended the bilingual or Welsh schools. These results
indicate that age, language background, schooling and cultural activities all influence
attitude development, language use and ultimately identity.
Maietta (1996) modified Baker’s study and focused on linguistic minority
children in New Mexico. Her participants were native Spanish-speaking bilinguals with
an average age between 12-17 years old. A quarter of the participants and half of their
parents were born in Mexico. Maietta found that place of birth, parental language,
language proficiency and attitudes were the most influential factors in language
maintenance. Spanish proficiency positively correlated with positive attitudes towards
Spanish, whereas English proficiency negatively correlated with positive attitudes
towards Spanish.
Perceived Status and Power
In looking at the complexity of biculturalism, the economic and political strength
of both the primary and secondary cultural groups must be acknowledged. Interactions
among groups with differing status often take place within the framework of the
dominant culture (Miramontes, Nadeau & Commins, 1997). The dominant language and
culture has status over other languages and cultures, and with that status comes an
expectation to speak the dominant language. The visible and hidden cultural and political
structures and ideologies that reinforce the dominant culture and language result in
unequal divisions of power and resources. This inequity as a result of language is referred
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to as linguicism by Skutnabb-Kangas (Schniedewind & Davidson, 1998). This means
bilingual and bicultural individuals often feel pressure to speak English in public because
which language they use influences how others treat them. Under these circumstances, it
is difficult to maintain a bicultural identity in which both identities are equally respected
by self as well as others. This form of language racism could easily result in bilingual
children potentially becoming monolingual English speakers (Nieto, 2002).
Given that language racism exists, how do DI programs perceive and address
these challenges? As previously mentioned, over the course of time, United States’
educational policies have encouraged certain groups to become bilingual whereas they
simultaneously have discouraged others. Bilingualism has been viewed as an elite
endeavor for native English speakers and something done out of necessity for native
Spanish speakers (Miramontes, Nadeau & Commins, 1997). As a result, if you are a
language minority student, it could be challenging to become and maintain a bicultural
identity in a country that holds these contradictory beliefs. Critical theorists, such as
Apple, acknowledge that historical experiences of marginalization profoundly influence
the creation of bicultural identity (2001). The power relationship between cultural groups
is an active component in the formation of language attitudes and use.
Need for Research
In order to better understand the development of bilingual and bicultural identities
in the context of DI programs, we need to begin by exploring the perceptions and
attitudes that students hold with respect to Spanish and English. Baker (1992) and
Maietta (1996) primarily conducted research on older students. To what extent do these
issues impact younger children? Researching student attitudes and perceptions in ten-year
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olds may be the first step in understanding the complexities of bicultural identity
formation.
As previously mentioned, the goals of DI are to foster the development of
language skills (reading, writing, listening and speaking) in two languages, and also to
develop a sense of pride and identity in knowing two languages. DI is not merely about
language and skill development; it is the nurturing and development of a bicultural
person who sees two languages and cultures as being useful and valuable. As language,
culture and identity are intertwined, I wondered how students were feeling as they
experienced culture and language in a DI setting. I was concerned that both languages
were not perceived as equally useful or valuable.
Research Question
Many of the students I work with in a DI program seem to prefer English to
Spanish. As our program goals are to create bilingual, biliterate and bicultural students, I
wondered what factors were influencing students to use one language rather than another.
By conducting this research, I hoped to gain more insight into students’ attitudes and
perceptions of Spanish and English in terms of their use, value and status by answering
the following questions.
1. Do students perceive Spanish or English to be more useful?
2. Do students perceive Spanish or English to be more valuable?
3. Do students perceive Spanish and English as having equal status in their school
environment?
4. Do students perceive Spanish and English as having equal status in their
community at large?
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Summary
Dual Immersion programs benefit both majority and minority speakers. The four
major goals of DI are proficiency in L1, proficiency in L2, grade-level academic
performance and positive cross-cultural attitudes. Language use is clearly delineated
during academic time, but not during non-academic time. There is very little research that
addresses the actual language use among students during these times.
One of the cornerstones of the DI program is the development of a bicultural
identity. This development needs to be recognized as a distinct process that adds a
minority language to the majority language versus adding the majority language to a
minority language. There are significant identity struggles for minority language students
during the process of adding the majority language. This cultural identity is linked to
their sense of belonging. Perceived status and power differentials can provide added
pressure to speak the majority language.
My research will add to previous studies by conducting a study on younger
children in a unique educational environment. By learning more about students’ attitudes
and perceptions in terms of value, status and use of Spanish and English, we can gain
more understanding of the complexities of identity development and language use. The
next chapter presents the methodology used for this study.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY

This study was designed to examine student attitudes towards the use, value and
status of Spanish and English in a DI setting. In this research, I sought to answer the
question: What are students’ attitudes towards the use, value and status of Spanish and
English? More specifically, which language do they see as more useful? Which do they
see as more valuable? Do they perceive Spanish and English having equal status in their
school and community at large? By conducting this research, I hoped to gather
information that could strengthen my own teaching practices in order to better meet the
goals and objectives of the DI program.
Overview of the Chapter
This chapter describes the methodologies used in this study. First, the rationale
and description of the research design is presented along with a description of the mixedmethods paradigm, followed by the methods chosen for this study. Next, the location,
setting and participants of the data collection are explained. Then, the chapter continues
with an explanation of the data collection technique used. This is followed by a detailed
procedure of how the data was collected. It concludes with an explanation of the tools
needed for data analysis, verification of data and ethical considerations.
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Research Paradigm
This study used a mixed-methods paradigm, which combines qualitative and
quantitative methods. Data was triangulated as multiple sources were combined to study
the same phenomena. According to Dornyei (2007), mixed-methods approaches allow for
increased understanding of the phenomena in question as individual methodological
weaknesses are minimized and internal and external validity are strengthened.
Quantitative Research
Quantitative research is characterized by systematic data collection procedures in
which variables are explicitly decided prior to research and given a numerical value.
Thus, before research begins, a precise coding table is created for coding the data and
subsequently analyzing it. The most common quantitative research tool is survey research
using questionnaires. Quantitative research with people as participants tends to use large
random samples to ensure validity of the results. In this respect, the researcher is looking
at the world from a macro-perspective. Analysis is primarily done by statistical methods
and the patterns that emerge from the ‘normal distribution’ (Dornyei, 2007).
One of the benefits of quantitative research is that it can be replicated and any
significant results are generalizable. As Dorneyi notes (as cited in McKay, 2006) written
questionnaires can be useful in providing behavioral and attitudinal information. He goes
on to comment that surveys are very efficient tools for researchers to use in order to
collect a lot of information in a short amount of time at a minimal cost. One of the
drawbacks of quantitative research is that the results are decontextualized and
reductionist in nature. The same number might mean different things to different people.
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Answers may also differ based on the specific context. For this reason, wording on
surveys has to be very carefully chosen.
Qualitative Research
Qualitative research is a research design characterized by thick, rich descriptive
data. Research tends to be conducted in a natural setting with the researcher as the
primary instrument for collecting data. Qualitative research is highly context sensitive
and views the world from a micro-perspective. As Merriam states: “Qualitative
researchers are interested in understanding how people interpret their experiences, how
they construct their worlds, and what meaning they attribute to their experiences” (2009,
p. 5).
Qualitative researchers use a wide range of data and data collection techniques
with the goal of broadening understanding and improving the quality of practice of a
particular discipline, rather than obtaining a concrete result (Merriam, 2009). Some of the
most common approaches and techniques used in data collection are case studies,
interviews, observations and document analysis. Data is usually collected via audiotape
or videotape and then transcribed. Qualitative research uses coding practices that tend to
be verbal rather than numerical. Categories are often not determined prior to research, but
are allowed to evolve and change. Researchers look for common themes in their data
(Dornyei, 2007).
One of the benefits of qualitative research is that it uncovers the individual stories
and experiences that are often lost in quantitative research. Interviews and focus groups
have been shown to be effective ways to gather data on attitudes about language (Mackey
& Gass, 2005). Both data collection techniques can be highly structured with
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predetermined questions and precise wording or unstructured and informal, or
somewhere in between. Data collected from interviews and focus groups tend to give
richer, more detailed information than surveys and other written forms of collecting data.
People tend to feel more comfortable responding orally to questions than writing their
answers out (Mackey & Gass, 2005). A drawback of qualitative research is that it lacks
uniformity and generalizability. It is also time consuming and labor intensive, with a
smaller sample size.
In this mixed-method study, I used a survey questionnaire and semi-structured
large group discussions. These discussions were not formal interviews, but structured
conversations.
Data Collection
Location, Setting and Participants
The data were collected from intermediate elementary school students that are
enrolled in a public school DI program in a mid-sized city. The school is nestled in a
predominately Latino neighborhood. The school itself is small, with approximately 360
students from kindergarten through sixth grade. Approximately half of the student body
participates in the Spanish/English DI program. Each grade level has one classroom that
is DI and one that is not. Students that identify themselves as Hispanic Americans make
up 55% of the student body. The majority of them participate in the DI program. English
language learners make up 50% of the entire school population, 94% of whom are
eligible for free or reduced lunch. The subjects of my particular study were fourth grade
students. My 4th grade DI classroom had 22 students, 20 of whom speak Spanish at home.
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Data Collection Techniques
The data were collected in two stages. The first was done using five short written
questionnaires adapted from Baker (1992) and Maietta (1996). The second stage was
conducted through four large class discussions.
Technique one: survey. The five short surveys (Appendices A & B) were given during
class time the first three weeks of the data collection. The surveys covered the topics of
status, value and use of Spanish and English. One survey collected information on
student use of Spanish. On a separate day, the same survey was given out about student
use of English. Another survey collected information about student value and perception
of Spanish. The same items were then used in the next survey, but in regards to English.
The final survey collected information about student perceptions of bilingualism,
discussing both languages. Surveys were given during the morning meeting activity time
taking approximately 10 minutes for each survey. Students had the choice of taking the
survey in either Spanish or English. The questions were answered using a four point
Likert scale. The four point Likert scale encourages participants to express an opinion
without having a neutral option.
Technique two: group discussions. One question (Appendix C) was discussed and
audio recorded each week during the morning meeting activity time over a four-week
period. Each discussion was approximately ten minutes in length. All group discussions
were facilitated by the researcher in Spanish. I chose to conduct class discussions in
Spanish as it is the minority language in the larger environmental context. I wanted to
note if there was frequent code-switching back to English, which seems to be the more
dominant language. All questions were prepared ahead of time.
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Procedure
Data collection for the study took approximately seven weeks and was conducted
in April and May, 2012.
Pilot: Survey
Before beginning the first stage of my official study, I introduced and modeled how
to use the two distinct four point Likert scales that appear in my study over the course of
a week and a half. Students practiced physically graphing their answers to a series of
statements using both scales’ wording. For example, “How important do you think
money is for people to have a lot of friends?” Shortly after the physical graphing, I gave
students practice manually filling out surveys with the same two rating scales with
unrelated material, for example, rating how much they agreed or disagreed with
statements regarding school, like “I mostly think school is boring” (see Appendix D for
the full pilot).
Stage One: Survey
After collecting all the necessary paperwork and consent forms, I briefly discussed
my thesis and continuing education with my students. They were told that the information
that they provided me through the surveys would not be evaluated or graded, but would
be used to help me complete my final project and become a better teacher. I let them
know that I am interested in learning about what they think about the two languages they
speak, Spanish and English.
After this discussion, I reviewed how to use a Likert scale. All instruction and
practice was done in Spanish. The first survey was then given to students. Students had
the option of taking the survey in Spanish or English. Students had to fill out one of the
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two sides (one side was in English and the other in Spanish). For the remaining surveys, I
did not create them double sided as I noticed many students were confused and felt like
they had to fill out both sides. So, for the remaining four surveys, I had two versions, one
in Spanish and one in English. I passed them out to each student and let them choose one
of the two versions to complete. The five surveys were given during the first three weeks
of the data collection at the rate of one/ two per week.
Pilot: Discussions
Several weeks before beginning the second stage of my official study, I introduced
and modeled how to discuss and respond to others ideas without raising hands. This
occurred twice a week during morning meetings in Spanish. I began by using non-related
discussion questions to allow students to become comfortable talking in this format. I
started with topics students could easily relate to: uniforms, recess, pets or friendships. I
then began to use topics related to our units of study for discussion, such as “Do you
think it is better to be smart and lazy or not as smart and hard working?” A few of the
discussions were audio-recorded for students to become comfortable with the audiotape
and for the researcher to test the recording device. All discussions were facilitated in
Spanish, but responses were accepted in English.
Stage Two: Discussions
After students became comfortable with the format of the large class discussions, I
began asking the questions pertaining to my actual study. These questions fell under three
categories. The first was the perceived usefulness of Spanish, which was discussed
through a question based on the results from two of their surveys, “The majority of you
answered that Spanish was important to talk to your families and teachers. This makes
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perfect sense to me as we are in a DI program and many of you speak Spanish at home.
The piece that I found interesting was that the majority of you said that Spanish wasn’t
that important when talking with neighbors and friends. I wonder, why is that?” The
second was on the perceived status of Spanish, which was discussed through the
question, “I’ve noticed a lot of cleaning supplies are in both Spanish and English, as well
as the packing on a lot of food I buy. Is it important to have information printed in both
Spanish and English? Why?” The third was on the perceived value of Spanish, which was
discussed thorough the question, “Do you think speaking Spanish and English helps you
earn more money and get a better job? Why?” (see Appendix C for the complete list of
questions).
One question was discussed for approximately 10 minutes during class time and
audio recorded each week for approximately four weeks. All group discussions were
facilitated by the researcher in Spanish. For the first class discussion, the format was free
flowing with students voluntarily participating in the discussion. The resulting discussion
was interesting and rich in insight, but I noticed many students remained quiet. For the
remaining discussions, I had students randomly draw names out of a tin (which was a
common practice in our classroom) in order to encourage more students to participate.
Students still had the option of passing even if their name was chosen. Students were also
allowed to raise their hand and make multiple comments even if their name had not been
chosen or already had been chosen. This method worked out nicely and encouraged more
students to participate in the remaining three discussions.
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Data Analysis
Stage One: Survey
For the data collected from the first stage of the research through the five
questionnaires, student responses were initially tallied onto a master copy. I then created
several different types of graphs and tables to look at the results of each survey in
different ways. I compared the results across theme and language and looked for any
trends or patterns presented. For the surveys that used the continuum of strongly agree,
agree, disagree and strongly disagree, I first divided the results into strongly agree and
agree or disagree and strongly disagree to compare the results to see if in general students
agreed or disagreed with the statement. I also noted the intensity of the agreement or
disagreement. I was particularly interested in comparing the results from the inverse
survey question from the two separate language surveys. For example, seeing the
difference in responses to the items, “People that speak English make less money” and
“People that speak Spanish make less money.”
I then chose a format that I thought was most useful for analyzing the data, which
was a colored bar graph in which each response (strongly agree, agree, disagree or
strongly disagree) was assigned a particular color. The number of each of the answers
was then displayed visually as part of the whole bar, which would encompass all 22
students. Then I printed and cut out each individual survey item with the colored bar and
began to sort the results into groupings of items that were related to either status, value or
use. These graphs were compiled and organized under the heading of status, value or use.
The placement of each survey item under one of the three headings was decided by a
discussion between my primary advisor and myself. The information obtained from the
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large group discussions was later sorted and added to these headings. Afterwards, I
studied the results from both data sources and patterns and themes emerged.
Stage Two: Discussions
The data from the second stage of data collection was audio taped, transcribed and
translated. The data was coded by discussion topic and each comment was numbered.
After transcribing, translating and coding the data, I cut each numbered comment out into
strips. My primary advisor and I then read each comment and sorted them out initially
under the topics of status, value and use. The data that did not fall under any of these
headings was set aside. Next, we did a second sorting by themes, creating a preliminary
list of categories under each of those topics.
Next, over a period of several days, I took the information gathered from the
surveys in conjunction with the data gathered from the discussions and took a lot of time
reading and processing the data. As I looked at the data, I kept re-arranging the strips of
paper and grouping them into themes. I also took notes on what patterns and trends I was
observing. I looked over the data a second time with my primary advisor and we talked
about what patterns and trends we were observing. We added these to the notes we had
already started and then extrapolated major themes for status, value and use.
Verification of Data
In order to insure internal validity, the data was triangulated. The gathering of
data through both quantitative and qualitative means allowed me to gain a more complete
picture of what students’ attitudes and beliefs were in regards to the topic. I looked for
overarching patterns and themes that emerged from both stages of research.
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Ethics
Several measures were taken to ensure that ethical standards were upheld: 1) a
Human Subjects Research form was completed, submitted and approved by Hamline
University; 2) a research request was completed, submitted and approved by my school
district; 3) parents received and signed a consent form which outline the guidelines,
procedures and risk factors of this study; 4) written permission was granted by the school
principal; 5) students and parents were aware that participation was voluntary and that no
negative consequences would occur if they choose not to participate; 6) the identity of the
participants was not disclosed under any circumstance during the research process; 7) all
research materials were locked in a secure location throughout the duration of the study.
Summary
In this chapter, I began by restating my research question: What are students’
attitudes towards the use, value and status of Spanish and English? Then, I gave a brief
description of mixed-methods paradigm and the triangulation of the two components of
quantitative and qualitative measures. The quantitative measures used in my data
collection were in the form of five surveys. These surveys provided an efficient means of
collecting a significant amount of information in a short amount of time. The qualitative
measures used in my data collection were in the form of large class discussions. These
discussions added more depth and context to the information gathered from the surveys.
Next, I continued with an explanation of my data collecting procedures, including
how I prepared my students to answer the surveys and participate in class discussions, as
well as the logistics involved in the actual data collection. I continued by discussing how
I analyzed the data collected. The results of the surveys were initially tallied and then
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graphed. The class discussions were audio taped, transcribed and translated. The data was
then looked at on several occasions with and without my primary advisor. The data from
both sources was sorted under the categories of use, value and status. Themes and
patterns then emerged and were discussed. I ended this chapter with a brief discussion on
how the data was verified and how research ethics were upheld.
In the next chapter, I present the results of this study. In the final chapter, I
present the conclusion of this study.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS

This chapter presents the results of a mixed methods study designed to examine
student attitudes towards the use, value and status of Spanish and English in a DI setting.
I collected the data through five short written surveys as well as four large class
discussions. These data informed my research questions: What are students’ attitudes
towards the use, value and status of Spanish and English? More specifically which
language do they see as more useful? Which do they see as more valuable? Do they
perceive Spanish and English having equal status in their school and community at large?
The data will be discussed in terms of the three major topics: status, value and use.
Status
For the purposes of this study, status in terms of language will be defined as the
perception of prestige, which inherently involves money and power, as well as the
perceived value at a societal level. With this in mind, three major themes emerged from
the data in regards to status. The first is that students recognize that they live in a
multilingual world and they see the importance of bilingualism. The second is that
students perceive that being multilingual promotes greater economic possibilities;
although they notice inequalities as English is seen as more powerful. Third, students
believe that environmental print should be in multiple languages for equal access to
information.
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Students live in a multilingual world and believe in the importance of
bilingualism. Students shared a strong belief that Spanish and English are essential,
particularly in St. Paul. They also seem to perceive bilingualism as something positive
and beneficial that does not create problems in their day-to-day life. As Table 4.1
indicates, students express a perception that both Spanish and English are necessary and
important.
Table 4.1
Status of Spanish and English in the community survey statements
Statement
It is important to speak English and
Spanish
People only need to know one language
You only need to speak one language in
St. Paul
Knowing both English and Spanish gives
people problems

Strongly
Agree
11

Agree

Disagree

11

0

Strongly
Disagree
0

1

4

3

14

2

2

7

11

2

1

5

13

Students not only believe that it is essential to speak two languages in their environment,
but they go on to support their beliefs by stating that both languages should be important
in their community. According to the survey responses depicted on Table 4.2, it is clear
that students believe that both languages should have equal status in their community.
Table 4.2
Status of Spanish and English in regards to importance survey statements
Statement
Both English and Spanish should be
important in Minnesota
Being able to write in Spanish and
English is important

Strongly
Agree
10

Agree

Disagree

6

4

Strongly
Disagree
1

9

9

2

1
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Students also strongly agreed that speaking two languages makes you smarter and is
beneficial as noted in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3
Status of Spanish and English and intelligence survey statements
Statement

Strongly
Agree
People know more if they speak English 4
and Spanish
Knowing two languages makes people
8
smarter

Agree

Disagree

10

5

Strongly
Disagree
3

11

1

2

The second theme that emerged from the data in regards to status is that students
perceive that being multilingual promotes greater economic possibilities, although they
notice inequalities as English is seen as more powerful. Evidence that students perceive
that being multilingual is beneficial and promotes greater economic opportunities is
evidenced by the survey response on Table 4.4 as well as several of the reoccurring
comments from the large class discussions.
Table 4.4
Status of Spanish and English and employment survey statement
Statement
Speaking in both Spanish and English
helps to get a good job

Strongly
Agree
15

Agree

Disagree

6

0

Strongly
Disagree
1

These survey results were reinforced by many of the student comments during a
classroom discussion about the importance of speaking both Spanish and English in order
to obtain a good job. One student stated, Yo creo que hablar dos idiomas es muy
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importante porque puedes ganar más dinero. Porque a veces, unas personas en las
tiendas solo hablan un idioma y se puede saber más que uno es más mejor. [I think that
speaking two languages is very important because you can earn more money. Because
sometimes some people in the stores only speak one language and you can know more
than one is better.] Several students also commented on how if you speak two languages
you could get a good job as an interpreter. The usefulness of interpretation was
mentioned on several occasions. Yo creo que hablar los dos idiomas son muy importante
porque puedes hacer un interprete y ganar mucho dinero. [I think that speaking both
languages is important because you can be an interpreter and earn a lot more money.]
Although student responses on the survey strongly agreed that both Spanish and
English are equally important, the comments from the class discussions showed students
perceived a status and power differential between the two languages. The inequality
between the two languages in their community became more apparent. English was often
referred to as a necessity in the workforce, whereas Spanish was not, as evidenced by the
following comments. One student commented, Tiene poca importancia el español…
para…el español para… conseguir mucho dinero porque tienes que trabajar y aquí,
como es de los Estados Unidos, hablan más el inglés. [Spanish…Spanish… is not that
important to earn a lot of money because you have to work and here, as it is the United
States, people speak more English.] The discussion continued as another student added,
Pienso que el español no es muy importante para ganar dinero porque aquí en
Minnesota hablan más inglés que español y unas veces se puede confundir porque si no
hablas inglés, ¿cómo van a hablar a los clientes? [I think that Spanish is not very
important to earn money because here in Minnesota they speak more English than
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Spanish and sometimes you can get confused because if you don’t speak English, how
are you going to speak to your customers?] There were at least eight other similar
comments from students restating that Spanish is not that important to earn money
because English is used more in the United States and most jobs are in English.
It was not just in the workplace where students noticed the power of English, but
it their daily lives as well. Knowing two languages was seen as very important, especially
as the second language for the majority of my students is English. They realize that it is
essential to speak English, as one student clearly stated: Pienso que es importante saber
los dos porque a veces yo necesito ayuda y no hay interprete a veces, y entonces,
necesitas, como, saber inglés y aprender mucho. [I think that it is important to know both
because sometimes I need help and there isn’t an interpreter sometimes, and so, I need to
know English and learn a lot.] Here the power and prevalence of English is evident.
Students recognize that they need to speak English to fully access their environment.
There was a hint of the inequality between the two languages evidenced in the
slight discrepancy in the number of students that agreed to the following two survey
questions displayed in Table 4.5. There is, however, not evidence of a strong belief that
the language you speak correlates with financial gain as none of the students reported
strongly agreeing to either statement. Students didn’t seem to correlate language spoken
with greater economic success.
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Table 4.5
Status of Spanish and English and financial gain survey statements
Statement
People that speak English make less
money
People that speak Spanish make less
money

Strongly
Agree
0

Agree

Disagree

2

11

Strongly
Disagree
9

0

5

8

9

The third theme to emerge in regards to the status of Spanish and English was in
regards to written communication. Students clearly understood that written language is
used to communicate. Students argued that environmental print should be in multiple
languages to provide equal access to information. Students recognize that not everybody
is bilingual and they believe that both Spanish and English are needed. This is evidenced
in their responses to the following survey statements shown in Table 4.6 and further
supported by their comments during the class discussion.
Table 4.6
Status of Spanish and English and necessity survey statements
Statement
Spanish isn’t needed because everyone
speaks English
English isn’t needed because everyone
speaks Spanish

Strongly
Agree
2

Agree

Disagree

2

6

Strongly
Disagree
12

1

2

7

12

The survey results were reinforced throughout our class discussion on the labeling
of products. Equal access to information was paramount throughout the conversation as
students recognized that not everyone speaks English. One student even mentioned the
fact that some people don’t speak English or Spanish. There were many concerns brought
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up and personal stories of not understanding a road sign well and getting lost. One
student commented, Yo creo…es porque algunas personas hablan español y no inglés,
por eso, tienen la información en inglés y en español. Por si acaso hablas en español,
puedes leer que dice en español y la da inglés también. [I think…it is because some
people speak Spanish and not English because of this, they need information in English
and Spanish. In case you speak Spanish, you can read what it says in Spanish and they
give the English also.] If instructions are not given in multiple languages, students argued
that people would not know how to put things together. Voy con B y V porque algunas
cosas tienen instrucciones y si no los llevan se pueden hacer mal y si no, no van a saber
como hacerlo. [I’m with B and V because some things have instructions and if they don’t
have them, you can do them wrong and if not, you won’t know how to make it.] This
progressed into a concern for customer satisfaction and value. One student stated, Yo
pienso que necesita cuándo alguien va a comprar algo y necesita más información de lo
que hace, si no malgaste su dinero en cosas que no saben de lo que es. [I think that you
need it when someone is going to buy something and needs more information about what
it does, so you don’t waste your money on things that you don’t know what they are.]
During our class discussion on the labeling of products, students argued that the
following types of items should provide written print in both Spanish and English:
emergency exits, dangerous items, baby items, street signs and foods. When asked why
these items should be in both languages, students were quite astute and gave several
different reasons; several of them are mentioned in the previous paragraph. Finally, one
of the biggest reasons that items should be labeled in multiple languages according to the
students is for buyer safety and protection. There were at least twelve comments
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supporting this belief. One student started the conversation by stating, Yo pienso que los
que cómo más necesitan las letras en inglés y español, son como los de los peligros como
del fuego. Tal vez un niño se puede quemar, si no sabe, si solo está escrito en inglés, los
que hablan español no saben leerlo y se pueden quemar. [I think that the ones that most
need words in English and Spanish are like, the dangerous ones, like the dangerous things
like fire. Maybe a kid could get burned if he doesn’t know, if it is only written in English,
the ones that speak Spanish that don’t know how to read it could get burned.] Half the
class spoke up in agreement that dangerous items should be labeled in both languages.
Another student mentioned traffic signs which became another topic of discussion
for a bit, Um…porque algunas veces las cosas peligrosas son muy peligrosas y…a sign
that says Caution o Dead End porque algunos carros se van al lugar y el carro se puede
caer en el río. [Um…sometimes dangerous things are very dangerous and a sign that
says Caution or Dead End because some cars will go that way and the car could fall in
the river.] Food concerns were brought up as well. Yo creo que a veces la comida tiene
que ser en español e inglés Si una persona está alérgica a una comida, si no sabe, la
compra. Le podría pasar algo malo. [I think that sometimes food should be in Spanish
and English. If a person is allergic to a food and they don’t know, they will buy it.
Something bad could happen.]
In conclusion, students do recognize that they live in a multilingual world and
they see the importance of bilingualism. They perceive that being multilingual promotes
greater economic possibilities. There is a discrepancy with what they believe to be true
and what they experience in their environments. Students commented about English
being more prevalent and necessary in the workforce. They also noticed that
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environmental print isn’t always available in multiple languages which denies people
equal access to information. Students recognize that at times, their environment does not
align with their belief system of how things should be.
Value
For the purposes of this study, language value will be defined as the degree of
personal importance, personal belief or conviction or personal vision. It is more intimate
than status, which focuses more on how you believe others view a language. Value is
how the individual esteems the language. The data points to one major theme in regards
to value: students have developed a comfortable multilingual identity in which both
Spanish and English are very important and valuable to them at a personal level.
Among the students surveyed, there was unanimous agreement that it was
important to speak Spanish and English. Most students further supported that belief by
strongly disagreeing that people only need to speak one language. The majority also
believe that it is important to write in both languages as noted below in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7
Value of Spanish and English survey statements
Statement

Strongly
Agree
11

Agree

Disagree

It is important to speak English and
Spanish
People only need to know one language 1

11

0

Strongly
Disagree
0

4

3

14

Being able to write in Spanish and
English is important

9

2

1

9

These results show the conviction with which students believe that both languages are
important; they are truly multilingual individuals. They believe having both languages is
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better than one. Students reported enjoying listening to and speaking both languages
fairly equally with a slight preference to hearing Spanish more and speaking English
more. The majority strongly agreed that if they have children, they would like them to
speak both languages. These results can be seen in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8
Personal value of Spanish and English survey statements
Statement

Agree

Disagree

I like hearing Spanish spoken

Strongly
Agree
3

15

3

Strongly
Disagree
0

I like hearing English spoken

3

14

4

1

I like speaking in Spanish more than
English
I like speaking in English more than
Spanish
If I have children, I would want them
to speak both English and Spanish

4

6

10

2

4

7

9

2

13

4

3

3

The data show the value that students place on being bilingual. The value they place on
bilingualism connects to family life as well as connecting with other people and making
money.
A few noteworthy comments from the class discussions highlight the various
ways in which students see bilingualism as valuable. The first is in regards to
communicating with family members. Yo pienso que el español es muy importante
porque tu familia, porque, como en la clase, la familia de ellos, hablan español y como
hay dos personas en la clase que tiene familias que no es…que no habla español mucho.
[I think that Spanish is very important because your family, because like in this class,
people’s families speak Spanish and there are like two people in the class that have
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families that no, where they don’t speak much Spanish.] Students also found it useful to
translate for others and to connect with others at a personal level as shown in the next two
comments. Yo creo que hablar en inglés y español es importante, um…porque si una
persona viene y no sabe inglés o español, tú puedes hablar los dos idiomas. [I think that
speaking English and Spanish is important…um…because if a person comes and doesn’t
know English or Spanish, you can speak both languages.] Yo creo que um…es bueno
tener un trabajo Y hablar en español porque como algunas veces las personas les gusta,
les encanta, hablar en español más que en el inglés y es más mejor hablar español en el
trabajo y ganar dinero en el mismo vez. [I think that um…it’s good to have a job AND
speak in Spanish because sometimes people like, people love to speak in Spanish more
than English and it’s much better to speak Spanish at work and earn money at the same
time.]
The data indicate that students are very comfortable in their multilingual world
and value both Spanish and English. Their identity appears to be closely connected to
their experience in these two cultural worlds.
Use
The major theme that emerged from the data in regards to use is that students
seem to be making conscience choices about which language to use and when, adjusting
to their language environment. Students make choices based on the community and needs
as well as other factors such as privacy, comfort level and the other participants in the
conversation. The data provide insight into this decision making process in terms of
language use in various environments: school, family, friends and community.
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Students see school as an environment in which both Spanish and English are
both frequently used. The results in Table 4.9 display the results in regards to the use of
both languages in the school environment. Students responded to the prompt: ‘How
important do you think English/Spanish is for you to do the following. There are no right
or wrong answers.’ There was a separate survey for Spanish and English. Table 4.9
displays the school related results from these two separate surveys in order to compare
the usage of the both languages in the academic setting. Please note the language
designated for each statement in the table below is identified in parenthesis.
Table 4.9
Use of Spanish and English in school survey statements
Statement
Talk to teachers (English)

Very
Important
5

Important Somewhat
Important
8
7

Not
Important
2

Talk to teachers (Spanish)

7

7

6

2

Talk to friends at school (English)

1

6

9

5

Talk to friends at school (Spanish)

1

5

12

4

Play with friends at school (English)

4

6

7

5

Play with friends at school (Spanish)

0

7

10

5

These results show that both languages are used in school. Over half of the students
agreed that both Spanish and English are important when talking with teachers. When
talking and playing with friends, there appears to be less strong feelings either way. Both
are used and important to a degree, with a slight leaning towards English especially in
regards to playing with friends. In general, students stated that Spanish and English were
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somewhat important with friends at school. This appears to be a bit of ambivalence,
which is a point that I will further explore in the sections on language use among friends.
These data show both languages play a role in the school environment. As one student
mentioned in the class discussion, Hablamos como ambos, en el lonche y en recreo,
porque como nosotros sabemos ambos, hablamos ambos. [We speak both in lunch and
during recess, because since we know both, we speak both.]
One other interesting school related result, was a question regarding learning math
in Spanish and English. The results to this survey item is shown in Table 4.10.
Table 4.10
Use of Spanish and English and academics survey statements
Statement

Agree

Disagree

I like learning math in Spanish

Strongly
Agree
7

7

5

Strongly
Disagree
2

I like learning math in English

3

12

5

3

This indicates that the language is not the deciding factor for students and academic
learning. Students seem to either like math or they don’t, independent of which language
it is taught in. This is further evidence of the students truly living and breathing in a
multilingual world. Students are comfortable using and learning in both languages in the
school environment.
Anther example of this comfort level is that in the four taped discussion sessions,
the majority of students remained in Spanish throughout the entire conversation. There
was minimal code-switching throughout the discussions and no one responded entirely in
English in any of the four discussions. In general, students stayed in the original language
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that was being spoken. This pattern seems to reemerge in other settings, in which students
respond to the initial language trigger and thus respond in the appropriate language to fit
the situation. This is further support for the theme that emerged; students are comfortable
in their bilingualism and use both languages when appropriate.
In terms of language use and family, most students responded that both Spanish
and English were significantly important in terms of communicating with family as noted
in Table 4.11.
Table 4.11
Use of Spanish and English with family survey statements
Statement
Talk to family (English)

Very
Important
8

Important Somewhat
Important
5
7

Not
Important
2

Talk to family (Spanish)

10

5

1

6

These results are noteworthy as the vast majority of my students come from Spanishspeaking households. The majority of conversations I have witnessed or taken part in
with families have been in Spanish. During one of our class discussions a student
commented on the use of both languages among families, Yo pienso que sí que es
importante el español porque casi…como…muchas familias hablan español y puedes
hablar con ellos en inglés, pero poquito. Pero, español hablan más. [I think that yes,
Spanish is important because almost, like, many families speak in Spanish and you can
speak with them in English, but very little. But, Spanish they speak more than English.]
So, the data shows us that both languages are used and important with family, with a
slight leaning towards Spanish.
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Data related to language choice amongst peers reflects a bit more ambivalence
with a leaning towards English being the social language of choice. Language use with
friends, at times, can be very deliberate and used to maintain identity and privacy. Both
Spanish and English were reported as being used and as useful for making friends. In
Table 4.12 it suggests that students report using more English with their friends.
Table 4.12
Use of Spanish and English with friends survey statements
Statement

Agree

Disagree

I mostly speak English with my friends

Strongly
Agree
9

10

2

Strongly
Disagree
1

I mostly speak Spanish with my friends

2

8

8

4

During one of the class discussions about language use among friends, when asked which
language they spoke more often with their friends, a student said En inglés, y lo hablamos
en inglés porque pensamos que entendemos más mejor. [In English, and we speak in
English because we think that we understand each other better.] Another student
mentioned that language choice might be related to comfort level and trust. She thought
that Spanish was often used with people that you trust and English more with people that
you don’t trust. A los amigos y a los vecinos a lo mejor no les tienes confianza y a los
maestros y a tus padres les tienen más confianza porque ellos, como, te enseñan en la
escuela y te ayudan. [With your friends and with your neighbors, maybe you don’t trust
them like you do your teachers and parents because they teach you in school and they
help you.] Another student commented about the importance of English among her friend
group. Yo creo que tienes que hablar en inglés porque unas personas no te entienden
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cuándo tus amigos siempre hablan, como, en inglés. [I think you need to speak in English
because some people won’t understand you when your friends always speak in English.]
The data do indicate that Spanish has its place in their social world and it is used
as a means of making more friends, helping others, and maintaining privacy and identity.
Many students commented during a class discussion on language use that you can have
more friends if you speak two languages. Está importante los dos idiomas porque tienes
dos amigos, uno que habla en inglés y el otro solo español, y si solo sabes un idioma, uno
de ellos no va a entenderte. Vas a tener más poquitos amigos. [Both languages are
important because if you have two friends, one that speaks in English and the other only
Spanish, and if you only know one language, one of them will not understand you. You
will have much fewer friends.] Another student added the component of helping friends
out by translating for them, Yo creo que hablar en los dos idiomas es más mejor para que
cuándo uno de tus amigos no saben lo que dijeron, tú después, lo puede decir. [I think
that speaking in both languages is much better, so that when one of your friends doesn’t
know what they said, you can tell them what was said.] Another student alluded to the
difference between our DI classroom and the mainstream 4th grade classroom next door.
From her comment, it is clear that bilingualism can be used to maintain identity and
privacy. Nosotros hablamos más o menos español porque a veces los de Ms. J clase no
entienden lo que dijimos. Y a veces no queremos que nos entendemos y lo dijimos en
español. [We speak more or less in Spanish because sometimes the kids from Ms. J’s
class don’t understand what we are saying. And sometimes we don’t want them to
understand what we are saying, so we say it in Spanish.] Language choice among friends
seems to be the most fluid, especially among friends that are bilingual. There is an
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indication that English is used more often and, perhaps, is more desirable among friend
groups.
In terms of communicating with neighbors and community members, students
clearly adjust to their surroundings and choose which language to use accordingly. There
does not seem to be a clear divide between Spanish and English worlds. Most students
elude to living in a multilingual neighborhood in which they switch between languages
with ease. There seems to be a deliberate and conscious choice of which language to
speak and with whom. The fluidity between languages in students’ communities is seen
in Table 4.13 below.
Table 4.13
Use of Spanish and English in community survey statements
Statement
Talk to neighbors (English)

Very
Important
4

Important Somewhat
Important
5
5

Not
Important
8

Talk to neighbors (Spanish)

1

6

5

10

Talk to friends in the neighborhood
(English)
Talk to friends in the neighborhood
(Spanish)
Play with friends at home (English)

1

5

10

5

1

6

8

7

3

4

11

4

Play with friends at home (Spanish)

0

6

10

6

Go shopping (English)

6

6

9

1

Go shopping (Spanish)

5

7

6

4
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According to this data, neither language is clearly dominant in the community. Students
think both are at least somewhat important to do most things. There is not a clear divide
between the two worlds.
A few of the student comments from one of the class discussions, gives more
insight as to how students are deliberately making choices of which of the two languages
to speak in their communities. Porque unas veces, tus amigos no más hablan inglés. No
vas a poder hablar el español porque no van a entender y…Yo tengo vecinos y no más
hablan inglés, entonces, yo debo hablarle inglés. [Because sometimes, your friends only
speak English. You won’t be able to speak in Spanish because they are not going to
understand….And I have neighbors that only speak English, so therefore, I should speak
to them in English.] A bit later in the discussion, a student responded to this comment. Yo
creo que es importante para hablar dos idiomas porque hay unas personas que hablan
inglés y quieren conocer a alguien. Y hay otras personas que puede hablar los dos
idiomas; puede decirlo en dos maneras. Como R dijo, que algunos vecinos hablan inglés,
algunos también hablan en español o los dos y algunas personas no. [I think that it is
important to speak both languages because there are people that speak in English and
they want to know someone. And there are other people that could speak both languages
and they can say it in two ways. Like R said, that some neighbours speak English, some
also speak Spanish and some don’t speak either.] There seems to be a conscious decision
about which language to use and when. The perception of other coupled with purpose
influence language choice and usage. It is clear that being bilingual is seen as an asset,
students often mentioned translating for others and communicating with more people
because of their bilingualism.
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On a larger scale, students recognize that both Spanish and English are very
important to get a good job and make a lot of money as shown in Table 4.14.
Table 4.14
Use of Spanish and English and jobs survey statements
Statement
Have a good job (English)

Very
Important
11

Important Somewhat
Important
8
1

Not
Important
2

Have a good job (Spanish)

14

6

1

1

Make a lot of money (English)

11

5

4

2

Make a lot of money (Spanish)

11

3

5

3

A student commented about the usefulness of speaking two languages in the workplace.
Yo creo que es importante que sepas dos idiomas, como español e inglés, para ganar más
dinero porque…um..si agarras un trabajo y tu manager te puede usar para las personas
que no hablan inglés y puedes decirlo en español en vez de inglés. [I think it is important
that you know two languages, like Spanish and English, to earn more money,
because..um..if you get a job and your manager can use you for the people that don’t
speak English and you can speak to them in Spanish instead of English.] Again, students
recognize the usefulness of speaking two languages and selectively choose which
language they will speak and to whom.
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Summary
Based on the data gathered from five surveys and four class discussions, I was
able to gain some insight into students’ perception of the status, value and usefulness of
Spanish and English. Students live in a multilingual world and they see the importance of
bilingualism. They strongly believe that being bilingual produces greater economic
possibilities. Throughout the class discussions, the power differential between Spanish
and English became more evident. Students sense that English is used more and more
powerful. They also recognize that there is a conflict between how they believe their
world should be, with equal access to information, and how it currently is. This being
said, students themselves have developed a very comfortable multilingual identity in
which both Spanish and English are very important to them at a personal level. They use
both languages in their daily lives and consciously choose which language to use based
on factors such as privacy, comfort level and the other participants.
In Chapter Five I will discuss major findings of these results, the implications of
this study for DI teachers and suggestions for further research.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION

My study was designed to examine student attitudes towards the use, value and
status of Spanish and English in a DI setting. I collected the data through five short
written surveys as well as four large class discussions to inform my research questions:
What are students’ attitudes towards the use, value and status of Spanish and English?
More specifically, which language do they see as more useful? Which do they see as
more valuable? Do they perceive Spanish and English as having equal status in their
school and community at large?
Major Findings
1) Students’ attitudes towards both Spanish and English are positive; they
exhibit a sense of pride in knowing both languages.
2) Despite students’ comfort with two languages, the development of a bicultural
identity is not apparent.
3) Students are aware of how others recognize the value of English and Spanish
and that the perceived value of these languages changes with the situation.
4) Students are making conscious choices about which language to use and may
adapt their language choice depending upon the situation.
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Finding 1
The first finding is an encouraging one for DI educators. Students consistently
responded that both Spanish and English were important and that speaking two languages
makes you smarter. DI programs are on their way to counteracting our country’s history
of contradictory attitudes. Students in the DI program are additive bilinguals. Their
second language does not replace their home language and both languages are valued and
respected. Throughout the study, students displayed a comfort and ease with both Spanish
and English. During class discussions, students stayed in the language of conversation
and there was minimal code-switching. Students recognized the power of language in
being economically successful in the dominant society; they saw bilingualism as a
resource, not a handicap. Students responded that bilingualism was an asset that would
provide them with more economic opportunities as well as more friends. They also
expressed a desire for their own children to speak both Spanish and English. The data
affirmed that students valued both Spanish and English on a personal level.
Finding 2
Students showed evidence of the formation of a strong bilingual identity by
expressing pride in using and knowing both languages. The development that was not
apparent was the development of a bicultural identity. There was no mention of culture or
pride in traditions or family background throughout the class discussions. Nieto (2002)
noted that when individuals do not feel that their home culture is given equal status and
respect as the mainstream culture, they often develop contradictory feelings about their
own upbringing and are left with a mixture of pride and shame. These experiences could
in turn hinder their self-esteem and learning.
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These data suggest that DI programs are not adequately supporting the
development of a strong bicultural identity. This may be in part a result of the historical
prominence of transitional programs over developmental programs in bilingual education
in the United States (Cummins, 1996). Critical theorists, such as Apple, would attribute
this lack of bicultural development to the generalized curricula with most Spanish
textbooks in the U.S. being translations from English. This in conjunction with minimal
intentional teaching of culture are subtle forms of racism suggesting we are all the same
(2001).
Bilingual individuals dance between two worlds. These worlds at times are in
harmony and at other times are at odds with each other. Bilinguals navigate these worlds
and adapt their behavior and language choice to meet the perceived needs of their
environments. Although, both languages are ever present in their lives, there are times
when language is at the forefront of their minds and times when it is not. It is these
moments of pause and reflection that shed insight into the complexities of forming a
bilingual and bicultural identity.
The perceived benefits of being bilingual that were mentioned throughout the
study were fairly practical in nature and did not address any connections to culture or
origins. There was no mention of a bicultural identity. Identity and pride are crucial for
our students to both maintain Spanish and feel valued and understood in school, as
language is so deeply connected to culture and identity.
It is of utmost importance for professionals in bilingual education to explore the
perceptions and attitudes that our students have in regard to the two languages in which
they are immersed. If one language is the home language and students feel that it is
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equally valued, respected and useful, it could ultimately lead to increased self-esteem and
academic success.
Finding 3
Students recognized that the value of a language changes with the environment.
Students found both Spanish and English to be valuable in their school and home
environments. In the community at large and amongst neighbors and friends, it varied a
bit more. Students noticed inequalities in their environment, frequently commenting that
English was used more. Students seemed to be aware of the economic and political
strength of the primary cultural and linguistic group. English was often talked about as a
necessity for getting a good job and getting needs met, whereas Spanish was considered
more of a bonus. This indicated that students recognize that English has more status than
Spanish in the community at large; everyone is expected to speak and understand
English. Because of this inequality, students may find that there is pressure to speak the
majority language. Students may find it hard to maintain their bilingual/bicultural
identities if they feel that there is a significant discrepancy in terms of respect in their
environment. Students also noticed that environmental print was not always available in
Spanish, which was unjust in their eyes. Students expressed concern over the right to
know and understand information. In students’ experiences in and outside of school, the
value and status of a language was context dependent.
It also became evident that students had a narrow view of how multilingualism
could be an asset. There was strong agreement that bilingualism was important for getting
a good job and making money, but the job mentioned almost exclusively was an
interpreter. Students definitely saw the value of translating and interpreting for others, but
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did not necessarily see their bilingualism as being an asset in the global market and world
at large. One student did mention that if you are bilingual you could travel, find work and
make money, but the majority only mentioned the usefulness of translating for a customer
or friend.
Finding 4
Students were astute and conscience of their own language use. Students adapted
their language to meet the needs of their environment and the people around them. As
Fairbanks, Crooks & Ariail (2011) noted in their observance of Esmé throughout a sixyear period, her actions and language use directly responded to the social and cultural
norms in various contexts. Depending on Esmé’s position in a particular environment, her
identity shifted. My students also made adjustments in their identity and language use, as
they frequently mentioned adjusting their language to meet the needs of neighbors and
friends. They did proudly recognize the fact that they could translate and help others
because of their bilingualism. At times, language choice was strategic and used to
maintain privacy and identity. At other times, in particular with other bilingual friends,
there was ambivalence as to which language they used, with a slight leaning towards
English.
General Implications
To promote more use of Spanish, leading to its maintenance, it would be
beneficial if there were more cultural and social activities available in Spanish in the
school setting and larger community. Especially as students approach adolescence, Baker
(1992) found that the biggest predictor of language use and maintenance was the
participation in youth cultural activities in the target language. Teachers and community
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members should work together to provide more opportunities for intermediate-level
students to use the minority language in social and cultural settings.
In order for language-minority students to believe that their language and culture
are valued, it must be seen as the norm. It must be seen as an avenue to meet people and
gain economic success and global opportunities (Schniedewind & Davidson, 1998). In
order to achieve this, families, schools and communities need to work together. The
needs of our language minority students should not be seen as add-ons in the educational
world, but rather an integral part of decision making and planning. Schools should be
aware of the implicit messages they send about language and culture through the makeup
of their staff, the decor on the walls, the language of school-home communications and
events, and the type of curricula used. Language and culture should be openly discussed
and instructional choices should be made based on research-based approaches.
Implications for DI Teachers
Components from this study that DI teachers might find useful include the
following:
•

According the results of this study, the DI program goals of bilingualism and
biliteracy are being met, although evidence meeting the goal of biculturalism is
lacking. Neither in survey nor in discussion was there mention of language
connecting to culture or of the importance of speaking Spanish to communicate
with extended family.

•

Students recognize that the status and value of a language change with the
environment. The various contexts are very much embedded in their everyday
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lives; they do not necessarily have a larger, global vision of the benefits of
bilingualism.
•

Students are conscience of their language use and adapt to meet the needs of those
around them. By their reports, students seem to respond to triggers in their
environment and speak the language that is spoken to them.

•

Students use both Spanish and English socially, but use English more frequently.
To increase use of Spanish within their peer groups, it might be beneficial to form
after school social activities in Spanish. This idea is consistent with what Baker
(1992) found in his study that youth culture correlates with language use.
Limitations of Study
There were two limitations to my study. The first limitation was the demographics

of my student group. My study was conducted on a class of twenty-two students, twenty
of whom were native Spanish speakers. My motivation to conduct this research was
inspired by the number of native Spanish speakers in my class, as I was particularly
interested in their perceptions of language use, status and value. My limiting factor was
that my demographics did not adequately represent the native English speaking
population in DI.
The second limitation to the study was the format in which it was conducted. The
survey items and the discussion questions were selected and carefully crafted after much
deliberation, but they still may have been limiting. That the topic of bicultural identity did
not surface in any of the conversations may have been a result of the questions not
lending themselves to that particular topic. The discussions did provide many interesting
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insights in regard to the perceived status, use and value of the two languages, but may not
have addressed certain topics as in depth as they could have.
Recommendations for Future Research
There are many possibilities for future research in relation to language
perceptions. One natural extension would be to conduct similar research across different
grade levels. My research focused on fourth grade students. It would be valuable to
conduct the same research on primary or secondary students and compare the results. It
would also be interesting to delve deeper into language use among families and friends. I
would love to know what students’ realities are actually like. How much do they translate
for family and friends? How much do they use each language at home? They stated that
both languages were important at home, but most of the evidence I have seen is that they
speak significantly more Spanish at home. Is that the case with their siblings? I would
also like to learn more about the cultural identities of students. As this topic did not come
up explicitly in this study, it would be of high interest to create a new study that
specifically focuses on bicultural identity.
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APPENDIX A: ENGLISH SURVEYS

Use of Spanish
How important do you think Spanish is for you to do the following? There are no right or
wrong answers.
For you to:
Play with
friends at
school
Play with
friends at home
Make a lot of
money
Have a good
job
Go shopping

Talk to friends
in school
Talk to friends
in the
neighborhood
Talk to teachers
Talk to family

Talk to
neighbors

VERY
IMPORTANT

IMPORTANT

SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT

NOT
IMPORTANT
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Use of English
How important do you think English is for you to do the following? There are no right or
wrong answers.
For you to:
Play with
friends at
school
Play with
friends at home
Make a lot of
money
Have a good
job
Go shopping

Talk to friends
in school
Talk to friends
in the
neighborhood
Talk to teachers
Talk to family

Talk to
neighbors

VERY
IMPORTANT

IMPORTANT

SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT

NOT
IMPORTANT
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Value/Status of Spanish
Here are some statements about Spanish. Please mark whether you agree or disagree
with these statements. Please be as honest as possible. There are no right or wrong
answers.
STRONGLY
AGREE
I like hearing Spanish
spoken
People should learn
Spanish
I mostly speak English
with my friends
I like to watch TV in
English more than in
Spanish
I like learning math in
Spanish
I like speaking in
Spanish more than in
English
Spanish isn’t needed
because everyone speaks
English
Spanish is a hard
language to learn
I think and dream in
Spanish
People that speak
Spanish make less
money

AGREE

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE
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Value/Status of English
Here are some statements about English. Please mark whether you agree or disagree with
these statements. Please be as honest as possible. There are no right or wrong answers.
STRONGLY
AGREE
I like hearing English
spoken
People should learn
English
I mostly speak Spanish
with my friends
I like to watch TV in
Spanish more than in
English
I like learning math in
English
I like speaking in
English more than in
Spanish
English isn’t needed
because everyone speaks
Spanish
English is a hard
language to learn
I think and dream in
English
People that speak
English make less
money

AGREE

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE
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Here are some statements about English and Spanish. Please mark whether you agree or
disagree with these statements. Please be as honest as possible. There are no right or
wrong answers.
STRONGLY
AGREE
It is important to speak
English and Spanish
You only need to speak
one language in St. Paul
Knowing two languages
makes people smarter
Kids get confused when
learning two languages
Speaking in both Spanish
and English helps to get a
good job
Being able to write in
Spanish and English is
important
Speaking two languages
isn’t difficult
Knowing both English and
Spanish gives people
problems
People know more if they
speak English and Spanish
Both English and Spanish
should be important in
Minnesota
Speaking both Spanish and
English is harder for older
people than younger
people
People who speak two
languages can have more
friends than those that only
speak one language
If I have children, I would
want them to speak both
English and Spanish.
People only need to know
one language.

AGREE

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE
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APPENDIX B: SPANISH SURVEYS

Use of Spanish
¿Qué tanta importancia tiene español para que tú logres las siguientes cosas? No hay
respuestas correctos o incorrectas.
Para
Jugar con amigos
en la escuela
Jugar con amigos
en la casa
Ganar mucho
dinero
Conseguir un buen
trabajo
Ir de compras

Hablar con amigos
en la escuela
Hablar con amigos
en el vecindario
Hablar con
maestros en la
escuela
Hablar con la
familia

Hablar con gente
fuera de la escuela

ES MUY
IMPORTANE

ES ALGO
IMPORTANTE

TIENE POCA
IMPORTANCIA

NO ES
IMPORTANTE
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Use of English
¿Qué tanta importancia tiene inglés para que tú logres las siguientes cosas? No hay
respuestas correctos o incorrectas.
Para
Jugar con amigos
en la escuela
Jugar con amigos
en la casa
Ganar mucho
dinero
Conseguir un buen
trabajo
Ir de compras

Hablar con amigos
en la escuela
Hablar con amigos
en el vecindario
Hablar con
maestros en la
escuela
Hablar con la
familia

Hablar con gente
fuera de la escuela

ES MUY
IMPORTANE

ES ALGO
IMPORTANTE

TIENE POCA
IMPORTANCIA

NO ES
IMPORTANTE
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Value/Status of Spanish
Estos son algunas opiniones sobre el español. Por favor, indica si estás de acuerdo o no.
Por favor contesta lo más honestamente posible. No hay respuestas correctas ni
incorrectas.
ESTOY
MUY DE
ACUERDO
Me gusta escuchar el
español hablado.
Todos deben aprender el
español.
La mayoría del tiempo
hablo en inglés con mis
amigos.
Me gusta mirar TV más
en inglés que en el
español.
Me gusta aprender las
matemáticas en español.
Me gusta hablar en
español más que el
inglés.
No hace falta saber el
español, porque todo el
mundo habla inglés.
El español es un idioma
difícil de aprender.
Mis pensamientos y
sueños están en español.
Las personas que hablan
el español ganan menos
dinero.

ESTOY DE
ACUERDO

NO ESTOY
DE
ACUERDO

NO ESTOY
NADA DE
ACUERDO
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Value/Status of English
Estos son algunas opiniones sobre el inglés. Por favor, indica si estás de acuerdo o no.
Por favor contesta lo más honestamente posible. No hay respuestas correctas ni
incorrectas.
ESTOY
MUY DE
ACUERDO
Me gusta escuchar el
inglés hablado.
Todos deben aprender el
inglés.
La mayoría del tiempo
hablo en español con
mis amigos.
Me gusta mirar TV más
en español que en el
inglés.
Me gusta aprender las
matemáticas en inglés.
Me gusta hablar en
inglés más que el
español.
No hace falta saber el
inglés, porque todo el
mundo habla español.
El inglés es un idioma
difícil de aprender.
Mis pensamientos y
sueños están en inglés.
Las personas que hablan
el inglés ganan menos
dinero.

ESTOY DE
ACUERDO

NO ESTOY
DE
ACUERDO

NO ESTOY
NADA DE
ACUERDO
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Estos son algunas opiniones sobre el inglés y el español. Por favor indica si estás de
acuerdo o no. Por favor contesta lo más honestamente posible. No hay respuestas
correctas ni incorrectas.
ESTOY
MUY DE
ACUERDO
Es importante poder hablar el
español y el inglés.
Hablar sólo una lengua es
todo lo que uno necesita en
St. Paul
Hablar español e inglés hace
más inteligente a la gente.
Los niños se confunden
cuando aprenden el español y
el inglés.
Hablar los dos, el español y el
inglés, ayuda a conseguir un
trabajo bueno.
Saber escribir en inglés y en
español es importante.
No es difícil hablar dos
idiomas.
Saber inglés y español le
causa problemas a la gente.
La gente sabe más cuando
habla inglés y español.
Los dos, el inglés y el
español, deben ser
importantes en Minnesota
Hablar español e inglés es
más difícil para los mayores
que para los jóvenes.
Los que hablan inglés y
español pueden tener más
amigos que los que hablan
sólo un idioma.
Cuando tenga hijos, prefiero
que hablen ambos el español
y el inglés
Solo hace falta saber un
idioma.

ESTOY DE
ACUERDO

NO ESTOY
DE
ACUERDO

NO ESTOY
NADA DE
ACUERDO
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APPENDIX C: DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. ¿Creen que el español es importante para conseguir un buen trabajo y ganar
mucho dinero?
[Do you think Spanish is important for getting a good job and earning money?]
2. La mayoría de ustedes contestaron que el inglés y el español son bien importantes
para conseguir un buen trabajo y ganar mucho dinero. ¿Por qué creen que es tan
importante hablar los dos idiomas?
[Most of you answered that both English and Spanish are very important to get a
good job and earn a lot of money. Why do you think it is so important to speak
both languages? ]
3. Me he fijado que muchos de los suministros de la limpieza tienen los letreros en
ambos idiomas español e inglés, así como los empaques de comida que compro.
¿Por qué es importante tener información tanto en español como en inglés?
¿Cuáles tipos de información deben ser escritos en español e inglés siempre?
¿Cuáles no y por qué no?
[I’ve noticed that a lot of the cleaning supplies are in both Spanish and English as
well as the packaging on a lot of the food I buy. Why is it important to have
information in both Spanish and English? What information should always be in
both languages? What does need to be in both?]
4.

La mayoría de ustedes contestaron que el español sí que es importante cuando
están hablando con sus familias y las maestras. Esto entiendo perfectamente.
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Somos parte de un programa de doble inmersión y hablamos en ambos español e
inglés. En casa la mayoría de ustedes hablan español también. Pero, la cosa que
para mí era lo más interesante era que la mayoría de ustedes dijeron que no era
muy importante el español para hablar con sus amigos o vecinos. Me pregunté,
¿por qué? ¿Qué piensan? No hay respuestas correctas ni incorrectas.
[Most of you answered that Spanish is important to speak with family and
teachers. This I understand perfectly. Here we are part of a dual immersion
program and we speak in both Spanish and English. At home, most of you speak
Spanish as well. The piece that I thought was most interesting was that most of
you said Spanish was not important to talk to your friends and neighbors. I asked
myself, why? What do you think? There aren’t right or wrong answers.
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APPENDIX D: PILOT
Physical graphing:
Very important…Important…..Somewhat important….Not important
“How important or unimportant do you think money is for people to do the following?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

eat at restaurants
have a lot of friends
go to college
watch movies
go on trips
be happy
play sports
be smart”

Written questionnaire
How important of unimportant do you think math is for people to do the following?
There are no right or wrong answers.
For people to:
Build things
Make a lot of
money
Have a good
job
Go shopping
Do science
experiments
Be good at
video games
Solve problems
with friends
Play sports

VERY
IMPORTANT

IMPORTANT

SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT

NOT
IMPORTANT
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Physical graphing:
Strongly agree…Agree…..Disagree….Strongly disagree
“Here are some statements about reading. Please show whether you agree or disagree
with these statements. Please be as honest as possible. There are no right or wrong
answers.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I like reading
People should read every day
I like to watch t.v. more than read
I like learning from books
I prefer reading non fiction than fiction
Reading is hard
Reading is important to do well at school
People that read well, have more friends. “

Here are some statements about school. Please say whether you agree or disagree with
these statements. Please be as honest as possible. There are no right or wrong answers.
STRONGLY
AGREE
I like school
People should come to
school every day
I mostly think school is
boring
I prefer to stay at home
than go to school
I like learning new
things
I like summer vacation
better than school
School isn’t needed
because kids can learn
everything at home
School is hard
It is important to work
hard at school and go to
college
People that go to college
make less money

AGREE

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE
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Estoy muy de acuerdo, Estoy de acuerdo, No estoy de acuerdo, No estoy nada de acuerdo
Estos son algunas opiniones sobre lectura. Por favor indica si estás de acuerdo o no. Por
favor contesta lo más honestamente posible. No hay respuestas correctas ni incorrectas.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Me gusta leer
Todos deben leer cada día

Me gusta mirar la telvisión más que leer
Me gusta aprender cosas de libros
Me gusta leer no ficción más que ficción
Leer es díficil
Es importante leer para sacar buenas notas en la escuela
Personas que leen mejor, tienen más amigos. “

Estos son algunas opiniones sobre la escuela. Por favor indica si estás de acuerdo o no.
Por favor contesta lo más honestamente posible. No hay respuestas correctas ni
incorrectas.
ESTOY
MUY DE
ACUERDO
Me gusta la escuela
Todos deben asistir a la
escuela cada día
Me aburro en la escuela
Me gusta más quedarme
en casa que ir a la
escuela
Me gusta aprender cosas
nuevas
Me gustan las
vacaciones de verano
más que asistir a la
escuela
No hace falta asistir a la
escuela porque puedes
aprender todo en la casa.
Es difícil asistir a la
escuela
Es importante trabajar
duro en la escuela y
asistir a la universidad.
Gente que va a la
universidad gana menos
que los que no.

ESTOY DE
ACUERDO

NO ESTOY
DE
ACUERDO

NO ESTOY
NADA DE
ACUERDO
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Sample discussion questions:
o Which animal do you think makes a better pet: a dog or cat? Why?
o Do you think students should have to wear uniforms? Why or why not?
o Do you think it is better to be intelligent and lazy or not as intelligent and
hardworking? Why?
o Which is more important love or money? Why?
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